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THE UNIVERSAL DIMENSION:
WILLIAM LOFTUS HARE'S PIVOTAL CONTRIBUTION
TO LONDON YEARLY MEETING
Tony Adams
Lulworth, Dorset, England

ABSTRACT
The origins of Christian universalism in the Religious Society of Friends during the seventeenth
century are reviewed. A Hicksite shift among some Friends in the nineteenth century is seen as
paving the way for a radical extension oflnner Lightist philosophies of universalism. A doctrine of
Inner Light mysticism, as presented by Rufus Jones, is considered in the context ofan extension of
universalism among Quakers.
As editor of the Socialist Quaker Society journal The Ploughshare, and in later published studies,
William Loftus Hare (1863-1 943) forwarded a form oftheological universalism at some consider
able variance with its previous meanings throughout Quaker history. His association with the
Theosophical Society informed his support of conscientious objection in WWI that affirmed
witness to the ahimsa and satyagraha principles of the reformed Hinduism of Mohandas Gandhi's
religious pacifism. Hopes for a future underlying universalism of faith and witness are seen as a
development that constituted a pivotal period of London Yearly Meeting (LYM) Friends in the
twentieth century. Hare's contribution, with his hopes for a unifying common language of
spirituality, is assessed.
Shifts within Quaker Universalism during the later modernist period after WWII are presented
through the publications of a recognised 'special interest' group within LYM. Major features of
diversification that resulted from the emerging impact of post-modernist culture on the philosophy
of the Quaker Universalist Group's (QUG) publications are reviewed. Recent drifts of transitional
trends within Friends away from both the priority of Light of Christ and from Gandhian
universalism are appraised. The emerging significance ofpluralistic stances is considered, with their
influences on Quakers ofl3ritain Yearly Meeting (l3YM) .
KEYWORDS
Light of Christ, Inner Light, Universalism, Theosophy, mysticism, pluralism

From the outset, universalism was a significant feature of the Quaker faith. The pos
sibility of salvation beyond the particularism of the Jewish race that had been voiced
by Amos (9:7), and by Paul's assertions (Rom. 9-11) that the special call oflsrael was
not a privilege but a responsibility, which he envisaged as a re-integration of all man
kind in Christ, was taken up seriously. The divine power or principle of the Holy
Spirit was said by GeorgeFox to have been active not only during Old Testament
times in Jewish society, but in other cultures too. Referring to Paul's first letter to
the Romans, he asked:
Now consider, was there not something of God in these heathens that learnt to know
God, though they did not glorify him as God, though they had not written letter nor
written gospel?1

Robert Barclay pursued a universal Christian viewpoint further:
If all men have received a loss from Adam, which leads to condemnation; then all men
have received a gift fi·om Christ, which leads to justification. But the first is true;
therefore also the last. From all which it naturally follows, that all men, even the
heathens, may be saved; for Christ was given as a light to enlighten the gentiles, Isa.
xlix. 6. Now, to say that though they might have been saved, yet none were, is to
judge too uncharitably?

Scriptural language upheld the universal saving power of the light of Christ, but an
alternative ternlinology was to be introduced by Robert Barclay when, in commu
nicating with a contemporary peer, he had recourse to the language of Cartesian
dualism.3 He asserted that, as the organs of sense perception apprehend the outer,
mundane world, so a non-material, spiritual organ apprehends the inner, spiritual
realm. This was to open the door to an Inner Light philosophy that had previously
been rejected by Quakers in debates with the Cambridge Platonists.4 This terminol
ogy, in the fullness of time, was to come to prioritise the notion of an inhering pres
ence of a spiritual capacity in the human individual, whose goal was that of attaining
enlightenment. Such terminology was to come to offer credence to widened
universalist claims concerning the availability of enlightenment to all, of whatever
faith or none.
Assessments of a range of the historical features of Inner Light philosophies were
included in Leeg Eeg-Olofsson's extensive study undertaken at Woodbrooke, pub
lished in 1960.5 In his analyses, there were several features of the Light in Barclay's
theology that were weighted towards Nco-Platonism. He observed similarities with
the Ranters' general use of the Inner Light as a manifestation of pantheism and indi
vidualism, but conceded that Barclay wished to defend himself against such an
interpretation. He referred to Barclay's criticism of the Ranters for their view of God
being an impersonal power similar to Stoa's original fire with its divine sparks in
every man.
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While Barclay's allegiances to the light of Christ remained central and his contri
bution remained within a tradition of Christian universalism,6 his academic theology
became a source of some unease. 7 By probing beyond the boundaries of contempo
rary Christian doctrine,Friends involved themselves in a range of theologic�l pro�
lems with their critics.For instance, Dr John Owen criticised the Quaker uruversahst
interpretation of the prologue to John's Gospel. He maintained that its tr�e me�ning
was Christ, coming into the world, enlightens all men, as opposed to Chnst enhght
ening every man that comes into the world. He concluded that the �uakers' �ight
_
was merely the natural,'blinking' light of reason - of a secular umversahsm
devmd of
the religious dimension of redemption.8
William Penn further extended the limits of 'gentile divinity'Y He recognised
Christians before Christ, and was said to have recognised only pagans as fellow Chris
tians, and disowned all who professed to call themselves Christians10 - other than
Friends!11 George Keith, who made this remark, became so critical of a younger
generation's wilful ignorance of the historical events of scriptural faith that he
transferred to the Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge in order to educate
Friends in the New World.12 His argument was that even the first Quakers had
'allowed no distinction betwixt the religion of the best sort of heathens and the
Christian religion, but made them to be one'.1 3 As a result of these criticisms, Second
Day's Morning Meeting in 1693 was prompted to issue a statement, drafted by
George Whitehead, reaffim1ing the true Christian basis of the Quaker Faith.1 4
H.G. Wood has written of earlyFriends that'they underestimated their depend
ence on the Christ of the Gospels',1 5 but the prospect of detaching silent worship
from its particular cultural context lay dormant until the earlier Quaker prophetic
tradition of the leadings of the Light of Christ eventually became overlaid. In W.C.
Braithwaite's view, it was in the Quietist period that a vagueness of experience came
about which reduced Christianity to an indefinite principle of life in the soul for
Friends.16For him, this reduction was related to the quietist passivity of the period. A
resulting depersonalisation was thus gemune to the Inner Light, and the meaning of
'that of God in everyone' could then begin to be taken up to imply something differ
ent from earlier appreciations of the light of Christ Jesus.1 7 This experience of spirit
was consequently to be detached from scriptural tradition and religious education.
Eventually, particular techniques of worship were to become separated from their
cultural roots and viewed as a common, universal core of all faiths. Quakers were
hardly original here though, for by the mid-nineteenth century 'Shepherd Smith'1 8
proclaimed such a version of global universalism in the pages of his very popular
journal The Family Herald, which has been pithily characterised as'oriental pantheism
translated into Scotch' .1 9 In its pages appeared the progressive stages of religion and
the divine spark in all. But the 'Inner Light' term was gaining ground among
Quakers at this time too?J It was used by Lucretia Mott and other Friends of the
persuasion of Elias Hicks,21 whose journal, it has been said,'gathers up a number of
phrases of his inner Light doctrine'. 22 Hicks' quietist views led him to set a minimal
value on religious education, and he reconm1ended that Scripture might best be
withdrawn. Jesus Christ, as an historical personality, was minimised. An unyielding
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separation of the Light from everything external and'creaturely' was emphasised.23 In
his defence, it has been pointed out that he was hardly alone to blame, for:
Nobody in the Society of Friends had adequately faced the implications and the
difficulties involved in the doctrine of the inner Light, and nobody on the other hand
reached any true comprehension of the relation ofthe historical revelation to the Light
within the individual soul. 24
The Inner Light

Although there has been some overlap in meaning between the two tern1s, Quakers
identified the Light within as the power of Christ Jesus, whereas the Inner Light had
long been articulated philosophically to mean an individual's own highest potential
with unmediated access to the divine. Its association with Hellenistic philosophy
further distinguished it from the originating Quaker experience of the Light of Christ.
Whereas the latter was associated with the possibilities of universal redemption, inner
light philosophy was one leading to an individual's assimilation/unity with the divine.
It was not until the beginning of the twentieth century that Rufus Jones for
warded a coherent doctrine of the Inner Light forFriends, relating it to mysticism in
general. Not being particularly appreciative of the outstanding qualities of Fox's
pastoral theology in the Epistles, he deemed his theology to have been confused and
unsystematic. In a seminal study, under a chapter heading of'The Inner Light', he
wrote that'The tern1 "Inner Light" is older than Quakerism, and the idea which is
thus named was not new when George Fox began to preach it'.25 In Jones' view, it
had existed long before the Quakers made it their own peculiar principle, and he
identified it with the worshipper's experience of negation to an absolute zero. By
making links with pre-Christian mysticism, Inner Light philosophy could thus
become claimed to be the underlying common-core factor, consequently bypassing
the problems of Christian universalism that Friends had come up against with their
detractors. Jones produced fluently written studies in which, by a process of confla
tion, a traditional Christian understanding of the via negativa was identified with
apophatic philosophies in general. His work was to have a considerable influence on
Quaker theology during the twentieth century but, although there may have been
oriental implications to Jones' mysticism, his studies were primarily confined to
features within the West.
II
WILLIAM LOFTUS H ARE (1868-1943)
Christian missionaries had been active in India since the early days of the East India
Company's exploits, but throughout the nineteenth century there were reciprocal
influences at work in England that were founded on reforn1ed Hinduism that
claimed to be the basis of a global faith. 26 Near the end of the century, it was to be
with William Loftus Hare's extensive theosophical concerns - and the links with
Neo-Vedantan27 features of reformed Hinduism - into the wide reahns of Eastern
mystical religion that a global presentation of Inner Light universalism became
explicit when it was disseminated among Quakers in London Yearly Meeting.
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Although Friends had previously been prepared for such an approach through the
depersonalisation processes oflnner Light philosophy, in his studies a broad approach
to world faiths was to be combined with a presentation at considerable variance to
the original Quaker one. A radically extended meaning of the term universalism
appeared in Hare's writings: it was to hold such a degree of resonance for Friends
that it eventually developed as something approaching a norm.
After pursuing a career in photo engraving and colour printing, William Loftus
Hare became involved in Quaker life at Derby and London Yearly Meeting. He is
recorded as contributing at LYM in 1907 and- following a talk at his 'independent'
Fritchley Meetini8 in February 1911, given by Mary E. Thorne as clerk of the
Socialist Quaker Society- he joined that group withinFriends. It was to be as editor
of the SQS journal The Ploughshare (1912-19) that Hare began to disseminate his
wide interests in world faiths. His arrival coincided with moves away from Fabian
Collectivism towards Guild Socialism in the SQS,29 but this was soon to include an
additional task of underpinning and supporting the efforts of war resisters. His sub
editor, Hubert Peet?l was to be imprisoned for much of the period, so Hare took it
upon himself to scour world history in his determination to expose the evils of war.
In one of his pacifist contributions entitled 'The Sword' - which supported the
refusal of military duty in Ulster - the universalist extent of his pre-war philosophy of
'a far-seeing vision' is to the fore:
In the long drawn-out struggle for existence which nature exemplifies, someone had to
step out beyond nature; someone had to lay down am1s. In India the Buddhists began
it, in China the Taoists, in Europe the Christians. . . We do not think that 'Friends'
views on war' rest on mere obedience to the general teaching of the gospel; they rest
on that upon which the teaching itself rests - on a far-seeing vision of the way in which
humanity must one day go.31

The outbreak of WWI drew from him a particularly impassioned article forFriends
in which he drew on the Quaker peace testimony, on the ethic of ahimsa32 of Brah
manism, on the eight-fold path of Buddhism, on the wu weP3 of Taoism, on the
Socratic views of Hellenism, and on a theological presentation of Jesus' teaching in
Christianity.34 In giving editorial support to a range of idealistic economic measures
'the recognition of a long and hastening evolution'35- he elaborated spiritual views
that implied the goal of a single mystical truth at the core of world faiths. He asserted
that:
Religion has been defined as the assimilation of the soul of man to the Universal
Order. . . This union with God is spoken of in the East as well as the West, and is
associated with what is called Mysticism, both of experience and of speculation.36

Looking back to the previous century when his spiritual consciousness was forn1ed,
he was to recall:
The 'seventies and the 'eighties witnessed the most notable attempt to bring before the
people the contents of the Sacred Books of the East and the Science of Comparative
Religion attained its second birth. But there was in the 'nineties a popular and moral
movement towards a greater understanding among peoples - or at least a wish for
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mutual understanding - which was more influential than either Commerce or Science;
the amateur and the idealist as well as the specialist claimed the right to know, to
admire and to be heard.37

One contemporary influence was the emergence of the Hindu renewal movement of
the Neo-Vedanta.From this source the West had received missionaries through the
nineteenth century.38 Swami Vivekananda (Narendranath Datta, 1862-1902)39- a
member of the Western influenced reforn1 movement of the Brahmo Samaj40 became a proselytising disciple of Ramakrishna (1834- 1886)41 and subsequently made
effective missionary visits to the West in the 1890s, presenting a sanitised, syncretistic
version of the Vedanta 42 that was indebted to his absorption of the philosophy of
Comte, and of Hegel's writings on an absolute, global faithY Vivekananda's way of
stating the goal of universal religion was to define it as 'the unity of the soul with
God' that he taught was Krishna's way in the Gita.44 However, the novelty lay in
freeing oneself from karma (the chain of cause and effect and the wheel of rebirth)
not by the traditional withdrawal from the world but by acting disinterestedly in it.
Combined with denunciations of Western materialism, his message of spiritual
universalism, based on selected features of Hinduism, found eager listeners.45
Writing later of the origins of his 'far seeing vision', and the extended usage of the
tern1 'universalism', Hare recalled sessions of The World's Parliament of Religions at
the 1893 World'sFair in Chicago, when Vivekananda had first travelled to the West
to give a well-received address promoting universal religion, and where there had
also been a theosophical contribution by Helena Blavatsky's English protege, Annie
Besant.46 'There was', Hare was to write, 'a frank and persistent endeavour to sustain
a universalist feeling'.47 Besant was soon to move out to India48 where she attracted
funding to found the Central Hindu College in Benares in 1898,49 and directed her
attentions to the cause of independence, which she insisted was hindered by the
presence of Christianity, though her support for some traditional Hindu practices was
something of an embarrassment to Bramho Samaj reformers, as were her attempts to
groom the young Krishnamurti for messiahship.5 0
Both Hare and Besant had previously come under the hypnotic influence of
Helena Petrovna Blavatsky (1831- 1891), who had set up the Theosophical Society
in New York in 1875 with Colonel H.S. Olcott and William Q. Judge, and
launched it in London in 1889.51 She claimed to have travelled in India and Tibet
and to be operating under the instructions of her Hidden Masters (mahatmas), from
whom she professed to receive written guidance. The Society had been in corre
spondence with the Hindu refornlist movement, the Arya Samaj (founded in 1875,
its religious universalism was critical of both Christian and Islamic missionary pres
ences in India),52 whose aims, for a time, were felt to be similar. She certainly visited
Bombay in 1878 and established the headquarters of the Theosophical Society at
Adyar, near Madras, in 1879. She defended Hinduism and Ceylonese Buddhism,
espousing both reincarnation and karma in her teaching, which was also replete with
an esoteric philosophy of the Light and the Inner Man deriving from elements of
Hinduism. Her occultist/spiritualist leanings were supported by assertions that she
was able to literally see features of a spirit world beyond the range of ordina1y human
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perception. These 'thought-forn1s'53 were to be given illustrated expression in a book
by Besant and Leadbeater that was to have a remarkable influence on the emergence
of abstract, non-objective art54 from its religious origins in Christianity.55 Blavatsky's
teachings asserted that:
Theological Christianity must die out, never to resurrect again . . . to be replaced by
other ideals, unassailable, because universal, and built on the rock of etemal truths
instead of the shifting sands of human fancy. 56

It was from these origins that a radical presentation of universalist spirituality was to
take off for Hare. It was one influenced by claims of reformed Hinduism to be at the
centre of an essential, global faith, a substratum conm1on to all religions, to which
others could partake. 57
When Mohandas K. Gandhi (1869-1948)58 came to London as a law student in
1889 he too came under Blavatsky's influence. It was from these Theosophists that
he recalled he first came to an awareness of the positive values of his own Hindu
background. Later, when the 'half-naked fakir'59 visited England in 1931 on his eco
nomic mission to the Lancashire cotton mills, he stayed in London at the Kingsland
settlement with Friends who supported his philosophy.6 0 Horace Alexander was
teaching at Woodbrooke College in Birn1ingham at the time, and was Gandhi's host
there, before going out to assist him in India. It was to be these crucial connections
that may be seen to have directedFriends towards a radical form of religious univers
alism that was to hold Gandhian conm1itments to satyagraha (a term devised by
Gandhi himself in 1908: 'holding on to truth' - opposing injustice with love) at its
core.61
Conforming with Gandhian principles of remaining within the faith of one's cul
tural background, Hare remained in membership of the Christian based Society of
Friends, placing an emphasis on a new means of achieving the pivotal character of his
spiritual goal:
The new ideal is not that of a new religion, but of a new means of assimilating the soul
to the Universal Order. In the philosophies of Greece and India different means of
reaching the Highest were recognised for different men, and from this conception we
should be ready to extend a great toleration to all in their various searches. 62

As the Great War dragged on, his researches into world faiths was further reflected in
his editorial comments and articles for The Ploughshare. His interest in Eastern religion
led him to assert that:
Pantheism is merely the half of theology which the East was given to see more clearly
than the West. Quietism is merely that half of morality which all men of faith and
vision come to somewhere and somewhen. 6 3

An ideology of Social Darwinism64 that was perceived to support war as a healthy
process of struggle between the industrialised top-dog nations was deplored in The
Ploughshare. It had to be countered. Hare's conm1ents on this presentation of evolu
tion were specific: while accepting that in the depth of the ocean, and even in a drop
of water, there could be observed the struggle for life, to the contrary, religious faith
was intended to free the human race from such competition and suffering:
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The struggle that began millions ofyears ago on the planet still continues in the depths
of the ocean, in the forest, in the factory and city. It can be seen in the drop of water
under the microscope, or read in the police news . .. We must regard religion, and
especially Christianity, as having invaded its sphere, knocked at its door, challenged it,
appealed to men who were conducting it. 65

Expressing his views on man's place in nature, he wrote that religion had challenged
the natural world of struggle and its contemporary Nietzschean supporters. Upon a
natural base had to be built an artificial edifice of civilisation. If the non-moral
economics of nature were to be applied to humanity, it would be inm1oral. How
ever, Hare was also to present a somewhat altered view, in which order was seen to
be primary in the cosmos and in human life, with disorder as merely secondary.66
Presenting the possibility of a 'third way', different from both the older teleological
view and the newer one based on struggle, he wrote that:
We must advance another hypothesis, namely, that the universe is primarily a cosmos,
with some tendencies towards chaos; that is in the highest degree and on every plane,
an expression of order, and whatever declension from order there be is only transitory
and secondary; it ministers to, and calls forth, the greater powers of the cosmos, in
which, again and again, it is swallowed up. This view, which may be called the occult
view, has often been set forth mythologically, and the time may not be far distant when
scientific demonstration of it may become possible. 6 7

He retumed to this paradigm of the continuity of nature after the War. Maybe as the
horrors of war slowly faded, the sense of evil and suffering becan1e less oppressive and
thus his hopes of the benefits of a refined mysticism became more established.
Whatever the reason, he suggested that the position of the Chinese philosopher
Hsun-tze could be questioned in his holding that the organisation of property and
righteousness was artificial.68 Conm1enting, he pointed to many unnoticed capacities
to be developed. The paradigm of continuity to which he referred was akin to that
of the mutualism claimed by Peter Kropotkin69 to be at the heart of nature, rather
than the competitiveness associated with contemporary Social Darwinism.
The anthropological origins of religion also loomed as an issue for Hare, and his
use of the phrase 'the process of unfoldment' (1924) fits with a pre-Darwinian
emphasis of the meaning of the term 'evolution' - as embryological pre-fonnation.
The impact of the biological sciences on religion was a significant factor pushing him
further into inviolate realms of spirit. Accordingly, he criticised anthropological views
on the origins of religion, as 'a kind of by-product of physical evolution', thus
questioning 'Spencer, Grant Allen,Frazer, Robertson and a host of German scholars
[who] seem to show religion rising from the mud of superstition and illusion'.70
When Hare had come into Quaker prominence, millennia! yearnings were in the
air. The great social and political movement of the day to which some younger
Friends adhered was that of Socialism. As an original member and a convenor of
Friends' War and Social Order sub-conm1ittee Hare had a considerable influence on
the wording and acceptance of Paragraph 540, the eight F
' oundations of a True
Social Order' in Christian Faith and Practice,71 which was much contested at the time.
But the traumatic experiences of the War, in which the nominally Christian working
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classes of Europe were engaged in mutual slaughter, dimmed the hopes of Hare and
others who were critical of the Bolshevik revolution. In one of his bleaker moments
as editor of The Ploughshare, he confided to his readers: 'And yet...we do not seem to
have the power to replace the force of arms by moral force. What, actually, is the
first step?m
Turning away from those dark days of bloodshed and destruction, his search was
to take him far from the immediate problems of Europe's turmoil. Retiring from his
editorial mission for the SQS in 1919, and now over fifty years of age, he wrote a
supportive review of Rufus Jones' work on the mystical tradition73 within Christian
ity. The hopes of the Quaker socialists had been severely tested by their 'absolutist'
C.O. peace witness, and by the advance of international 'oil powered' capital. Hare's
support for The Ploughshare promoters' espousal of a socialist utopia attainable in 'the
long and hastening evolution' was now under review. He wrote that the way ahead
lay not with a 'League of Nations or Capitalism or Socialism or Bolshevism or
Conmmnism or Anarchism - but mutual love' .74 Whereas his previous conmlitment
had been to assist the reconstruction of an economic system that would give more
freedom to the inner life, the spiritual life alone was now to be given his undivided
attention.
Later copies of The Ploushshare included articles and flyers on the Garden City
movement. Hare and some other socialistFriends were turning their hopes for social
reconstruction towards an involvement in this direction. He moved to Letchworth,
and became the editor of Town and Country Planning reports. Meanwhile, his
researches into world faiths developed apace: he continued to lecture for the Theoso
phical Society and contributed to a conference on religions of the Empire, editing its
proceedings. It was his long-standing concern with the encounter between world
faiths that drew him to set up this conference at the British Empire Exhibition in
London in 192 4 with SirFrancis Younghusband, who had led the first expedition to
Lhasa, the capital of Tibet. As co-secretary, Hare edited the collected papers, pub
lished as Religions <f the Empire, in 1925. In his own contribution, entitled 'The Ideal
Man', his ideal man was to be free from any influences of historical particularity, and
he concluded that 'this process of unfoldment, of assimilation to the order of the
universe, is Religion itself '.75 For Hare, the ideal man's light might shine out
unshackled from all cultural conditioning.
His reconm1ended techniques of worship were to be mystical ones, fi·eed from
specific cultural contexts. Like Robert Barclay before, Hare referred sympathetically
to the case of Hai Ebn Y okdan, the (spurious) record of a boy brought to spiritual
maturity by deer in an equatorial forest.76 This unspoilt child of nature was said to
have developed without learned language or other culture influences into sophisti
cated spiritual adulthood. In the climax to Ibn Tufail's tale the ascetic hero attained
lengthy states of ecstatic mysticism where everything disappeared, even his own
Being, to leave only the experience of the One, the eternal self-existent Being of the
Quietist goal of mysticism: that of a refined spiritual ecstasy to be achieved without
the supposed hindrance of cultural conditioning.77
Techniques of meditation remained at the core of Hare's ideals in his Mysticism <f
East and West of 1927. He wrote of religion as being 'the return journey of the soul
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to its source', and of the process of evolution as being 'the return of the Spirit to its
pure supremacy'.78 He attempted to achieve an underlying formulation capable of
embracing his attachment to the theosophical revisions of Hinduism. By doing so, it
may be seen that his universalism also echoed the mystical Neo-Platonic tradition
that had been known to - but rejected by - GeorgeFox and his generation in their
debates with Cambridge Platonists, that later, by way of George Keith's notes and
translations, were to be given a brief airing by Robert Barclay in his Apology?>
A founder of The Society for Promoting the Studies of Religions, Hare became
editor of the Religion journal from 1930 to 1935, and in 1937 there appeared a final
major study, Systems <fMeditation i11 Religior1. 80 It contained analyses of such systems,
grouping them according to the channels of tradition through which they flowed, to
their philosophic backgrounds, and to the methods they employed. Under this last
heading he included Positive Effort, Negative and Quietistic, Artificial (drugs and
quasi-intoxication) and Spontaneous Mystical Experience (nature mysticism) as his
four sub-headings. His stated aim was 'to suggest that religion is valid independently
of the philosophical terms in which it is confessed'.81 It was in this work that Hare
overtly identified the Quaker faith with Quietism:
In particular, I may point out that Quakerism, which appeared in England in the
second part of the seventeenth century, belongs properly to the Quietist movement. 82

Supporting this, Hare referred to Fr Augustine Baker's Sancta Sophia, the work
Barclay had quoted from in his Apology when suggesting a likeness betweenFriends'
silent worship and the leaps into mystical states of heightened consciousness recom
mended to Roman Catholic nuns by their mentor. 83 Hare came to rest his hopes on
a universal system of meditation to attain 'the assimilation of the soul to the universal
order'.84 But, while his search led him to attempt to identifY an Absolute behind
God, he retained a streak of pragmatism:
I am well aware that, superficially at any rate, the dominant views of life held, say, by
Brahmins, Buddhists, Taoists, Christian monks, Platonists, Quietists, or Christian Scien
tists are much at variance, and even on the higher levels (are) not entirely reconcilable.85

However, while he accepted that some irreconcilability might well persist, it was in
his final study that he nevertheless hoped that a conm1on language of faith nlight yet
be established:
Thus viewed, the experiences of Buddhist, Taoist, Sufi, Yogi, Platonist, Orphist, Chris
tian ascetic, or Quietist might be translatable into a common terminology, even though
that tem1inology should not yet have been invented. 'Here, perhaps', he commented,
'is a task awaiting us!86
Retrospect

Millennia! hopes of economic, social and spiritual progress had enthused some young
Quakers at the end of the nineteenth century. Hare had been won over to occult
mysticism in the form of Theosophy propagated by Blavatsky, which, despite all her
charlatanry, appeared to offer an attractive alternative to what were felt to be the
perils of aggressive, scientific materialism in Western society. Hare's initial plea to
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Friends had been for a new economic and political order as a necessary precondition
for the development of the spiritual life of the inner man, but, by the end of the
War, he had come to identifY mutual love as the only hope.87 It was in the face of
such odds that he ploughed his lonely furrow. His post-war interests subsequently led
him to make a scholarly appeal for a quietist mysticism that he upheld until his death
in the London blackouts of WWII. The theosophical philosophy to which he
subscribed was significantly at odds with the competitive aims and consequences of
the 'quantity production' of 'oil-powered' capitalism,88 and his concerns retained
their ahimsi9 principles with distinction.
His knowledge of Eastern faiths was extensive, and he sought a universal essence,
beyond the specifics of any particular cultural context, in which forn1s of meditation,
rather than worship, were the norn1. This was at considerable variance with the
original Quaker faith of primitive Christianity revived. Although he conceded that to
tty to make a new religion was not a viable option, he still hoped that some new
means of achieving a common goal from various faiths was a possibility. The mystical
techniques of attaining this were to be similar to those fostered inside monastery
walls, but they were bereft ofFr Baker's nuns extensive grounding in Christian faith
and continuing daily attendance at Mass.
Recurring at the core of Hare's studies into universal spirituality was an ideal of
the pure reign of the individual's inner light blossoming into adult genius -like the
unfolding petals of a flower, if only left alone, as in the fanciful Hai Ebn Yokdan tale.
But, earlier in the Quaker tradition, this proposed forn1 of mystical asceticism had
been viewed askance. Barclay's usage of the term 'immediate' was intended to mean
that clergy and sacraments were redundant, but the inclusion of the Yokdan
illustration was judged to be a step too far, and Meeting for Sufferings saw fit to
. . 1"dea1 of
expunge that particular passage from the Apology. 90 However, th e qmet1st
inm1ediate experience, which claims not to be inherently interpretive, has held a
recurring fascination for some Friends, despite implications of indifferentism.
At the time of Hare's death in 1943, while in membership at Golders Green
Meeting, there were harsh wartime economies, including severe paper shortages, so
his obituary notices were brief, and assessments curtailed.91 Unlike that of his contem
porary, Rufus Jones, his contribution was not well broadcast. Nevertheless, his
researches were significantly wider, and many issues that were of concern to his faith
and philosophy can be detected in his wake. Assertions concerning the mystical basis
of Quakerism were coming in to prominence within LYM: it was during that same
year that Lewis Benson wrote his essay detecting a seismic shift in the Society of
Friends away from its Christian prophetic roots into mystical philosophy.92 There
continued to be a growing interest in this field within LYM, and a 'special interest'
group was to be founded in 1977. The QUG's adherents published a succession of
.
.
pamphlets and newsletters with Ralph Hethenngton
as secretary,93 sueh that 1t
became a mainstream feature within BYM. In this development, Hare's contribution
was a pivotal, if unrecognised, influence.
To his credit, Hare never defamed any particular religion, for he had hoped to
penetrate behind the particular forms of all faiths in the utopian anticipation of devel
oping a common language of spirituality. Nor is the reader made to feel that the
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Christian faith is being degraded as outmoded or otherwise untenable. However, the
dynanlic master-disciple character of religious faiths, in which a charismatic personal
ity has a unique and fundamental mediating role, was dinunished. While his appeal to
mutual love pricks the conscience, the question of how to gain the enabling power
to pursue such an ideal was problematic. Here lay the central problem that he had
previously discerned and voiced, but which remained unresolved. This restriction
gave his studies a philosophical rather than religious character at some considerable
variance with the Christian universalism of the prophetic Quaker mainstream tradi
tion. His preferences were for an Eastern mystical philosophy of pantheism-or per
haps panentheism - as related to the contemporary input of process theology. It was
to have growing allegiances both inside and beyond the Religious Society of
Friends.94
III
QUAKER UNIVERSALIST GROUPING
The essentials of Hare's mystical philosophy of universalism, based on Eastern features,
were to be taken up by a later generation, self-named as the QUG.95 Formed as a
'special interest' group within LYM in 1977, its first publication was titled Quakerism
as Foreru11ner by the chaim1an, John Linton, who had lived in Delhi, and like Hare,
was much taken with theosophical Neo-Vedanta.96 With selected quotations
spanning the interval since Hare's studies (Christopher Isherwood; Aldous Huxley),
Linton urged that Quakerism should be superseded by a movement with new tern1S
of membership that rejected the superstition and parochialism of Christianity, and he
argued that Quakers could effect a transformation to such a grouping: Jesus as one
avatar among others. Horace Alexander, who had spent several years in India
working with Gandhi, wrote the second QUG pamphlet. The common factor here
may have been that, through contact with the East, and Gandhi's witness in
particular, the principles of ahimsa and satyagraha were paramount for that generation
ofFriends.97ForFriends in the twentieth century, new appreciations of their Peace
testimony were an extension of their non-seditious witness to the world. They felt
they had lived through the institutional violence of global warfare that conventional
Christianity had generally condoned. Gandhi's outstanding dedication-both to the
unarmed struggle for Indian independence from the British Empire and in facing the
growing religious conflicts of the day -was claimed to have been based on ancient
Hindu universal principles of non-violence that appeared to offer the prospect of an
alternative spiritual grouping to which Quakers had acted as forerunners. <JH
In the following decade, Jan Arriens, who had worked in theFar East, expressed
an unabashed Inner Lightist philosophy for the QUG that further aimed to sideline
the priority of the Light of ChristJesus for seekers.99 Growing pressure group expec
tations and aversions to Christian revelation, overviewed in Ralph Hetherington's
contributions,100 can thus be seen to echo Blavatsky's New Age predilections that
had emerged in the previous century when Hellenistic influences were being
overtaken by the ref01med Hinduism as practised by Gandhi. Along parallel lines,
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Richard Allen took up more of the current New Age interests in his exhortations to
Seeker readers about green concerns in his emphasis on global ecological balance. 10 1
In The End if Words, Rex Ambler briefly addressed questions concerning the
range and commensurability of various theological claims of Quaker Universalism.102
Four main levels were categorised: universalisms of potential, of experience, of belief,
and of salvation. But as only the third item was thought to be problematic for
Friends, the author posed the dismissive question: 'So what after all is the fuss . .. ?'
Nevertheless, QUG publications continued to bring to the surface anomalies of
compatibility with the Quaker tradition:
a. The Universalism if an Inner Light Philosophy at the Core if the Originating Faith
The universalism of an Inner Light philosophy has been claimed to be at the core of
the originating Quaker faith.103 But, to the contrary, this tern1 was not in use, and its
underlying philosophy was not a feature of early Friends. Their emphasis was on
experiencing the Light of Christ inwardly - as in the phrase 'taking things to heart'.
A pantheistic neo-platonic/ oriental conception of the Inner Light as sparks from a
divine fire shining out from an individual was not theirs.
b. The Quaker Faith as Essentially Mystical
It has often been asserted that the Quaker faith is essentially mystical. However, this
claim is anachronistic, as mysticism is not a scriptural term and its concept was
foreign to Fox and his generation.104 Barclay briefly referred to it in a passage in
which he was trying to convey to his peers some parallels between Friends' silent
worship and monastic techniques of meditative prayer - in an effort to convince
them of Quakers' true Christian allegiances. Their central claim that 'Christ has come
to teach his people himself' was in the prophetic tradition. Fom1s of Eastern mysti
cism (unless so vaguely defined as to be synonymous with the tem1 'expetiential')
concerning the attainment of states of bliss reserved for an elite- was incompatible
with the Quaker claim of the Holy Spirit being poured out on all.
c. Quietist Aims Central to the Quaker Movement
Quietist aims have been said to be those of the Quaker movement. But Ibn Tufail's
paradigmatic fantasy of spiritual enlightenment, to which Barclay alluded, was
recognised as unsound by YM, and expunged. Spiritual refinement was not their
goal. Quietist means were contrary to their faith: theirs was not a faith whose goal
was centred on the attainment of esoteric and supposedly paradigm-free states of
ecstasy. While fonns of meditation have been claimed to be developments of Quaker
silent worship, those drawn from Eastern practices, while outwardly similar, are not
the same, and have different goals. For Quakers, the experiential call was to
obedience, not ecstasy.
d.

The Unmediated and Immediate Basis if the The Quaker Religion, without Clergy and

Sacraments

The Quaker religion, without clergy and sacraments, has been said to be unmediated
and immediate. However, an apophatic faith that strains towards mystical zero is
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contrary to the originating Quaker faith that did not reject doctrine, corporate
discipline or the fundamental mediating presence of Christ Jesus. Quakers' apprecia
tion of immediacy was centred on an infom1ed appreciation of the Holy Spirit: the
Light of Christ functioned to bring about an inner experience of the outward facts in
their hearts.
e. The Unnecessary Encumbrance if Scripture
AlthoughFox and his generation emphasised the experiential priorities of their silent
worship, their grasp of Scripture was thorough and devotional. Theirs was not a faith
whose goal was that of a void beyond image and narrative.
£ Faiths are if Equal Validity

There are many paths to God. But, to the contrary, there was no suggestion in the
Quaker movement that their Christian faith was on a par with any others. Quaker
universalism was that of Paul's commitment to the re-integration of all mankind in
Christ.105
g. Quakerism as a Celebration �f Diversity
However, relativism was not a feature of Friends' faith: it did not, and does not,
guarantee ham10ny, as relativists will only be tolerant if their own cultural values
happen to be so.Further, pluralism (the ideology of global consumerism) contains its
own paradoxical exclusivist truth claim - one that is incommensurate with the
historic Quaker faith.
h. All Humans have withi11 Themselves the Potential or Resources to Fi11d Life's Mea11i11i06
Whilst a minority view within Friends, the influence of humanist philosophy has
come to offer a ubiquitous alternative interpretation to 'that of God in everyone'. In
the wake of the dominant Darwinian paradigm of naturalism, the humanist stance
that sees faiths as projections of the human imagination may well be a strong one, 107
but Quakers insisted that human autonomy was inadequate. Only through waiting in
silent worship could the inspiration of the divine Light of Christ break into their
lives.108
Despite such anomalies, many claims were to be found acceptable by BYM and
features were to be included in the 1994 revisions of Christian Faith a11d Practice,
renamed as Quaker Faith a11d Practice. The changes were most stark in the provisional
rewtite of Advices a11d Queries as Questio11s a11d Counsel, the contents of which marked
a major de-Christianising shift in the 'silent revolution',109 features of which were
retained in the diminished theology of the revised publication of 1995.110 These
stratagems were promoted by accommodations of variable soundness, including:
1.
Support for a range of theological trends and converging pantheistic perspec· .
ttves
.
on Western and Eastern re1tgwns. 111
Claims concerning the perception of two conjoined aspects of the Quakers'
2.
Light: the prophetic Light of Christ and the mystical Inner Light, claimed to
have equal validity for Friends.112
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3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
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Assertions about what it was that Quakers really meant, despite themselves:
if only they could have freed themselves from their brainwashed cultural
trappings concerning the Light of Christ.1 1 3
Presentations of the Inner Light as being at the core of Friends' faith from
the outset, and experience of it as essentially interpretation free.1 1 4
Views to the effect that it doesn't really matter what the Quaker theological
tradition once was anyway, or how Friends used to identify their faith.
Different models will suffice: testimony is all.1 1 5
An inclusive acceptance of the equal validity of all other religions, accompa
nied by the concomitant erasure of references to the Christian priorities of
the Quaker faith.1 1 6
Emphases on light as an innate goodness capacityI potential, existing in every
one by virtue of his/her humanity, characterised by a crucial shift in the
understanding of the phrase 'that of God in everyone'.1 1 7 God as a projec
tion of the human imagination: religion as psychotherapy.
Affirmations of 'new light' from whatever quarter. This much-cited phrase
has been reiterated in assertions to the effect that Quakers served as
forerunners of a 'post-Christian' grouping.1 1 8 New light supersedes old light.

With the influence of the 'special interest' grouping in BYM, Hare's plea for 'a great
toleration' for seekers had become the nornr, and a wide variety of stratagems were
found acceptable-if remaining incommensurate. Whilst there has been considerable
diversity,1 1 9 two main phases in this silent revolution may be identified:
At first, the QUG's general aims can be seen to be a continuation of the venture of
the modernist period, with hopes of attaining an underlying mystical experience
common to all faiths. This theological movement had at its root the principles of
satyagraha and ahimsa that were acclaimed as a perceived ancient source of pacifism
within religious Hindu universalism, which Friends also espoused. It included an
ameliorative stage in which supporters sought to include further theological aspects to
the Light of Christ as originally experienced and identified by Fox's generation. An
image of the two foci of an ellipse had been used to express a bonding together of
two sources of the Light that, for Maurice Creasey in his Swarthmore lecture of
1969, constituted the genius of Friends.1 20 In 1993, Ralph Hetherington, in his
'Spirituality in the Society ofFriends', placed the Inward Light and the Inner Light
back-to-back by suggesting they were two aspects of the Quakers' Light, both having
a scriptural basis. 121 But, whilst it was intended to be a unifYing statement, the
scriptural basis was questionable,122 as was the ternrinology of aspection, once dear to
psychologists and philosophers alike.1 23 In the same way that the brain is capable of
holding only a single interpretation consecutively ofJastrow's duck/rabbit picture by
a process of mental oscillation, so an equivalent effect of teetering theological
instability was also problematic.1 24
A lecturer in psychology himself, it was ecstatic 'peak-experiences' - states of
paranormal, mystical consciousness-that Hetherington forwarded as the underlying
universal, common-core factor.125 His presentation was intended to be cumulative in
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character, expressing the overall significance of a single, unified Light, but the
conditioning cultural features that encourage, identifY and award special value to
experience were circumvented.126 It may well have had the appearance of an age of
equipoise for some but, in retrospect, it appears that, however worthy this project of
equilibrium may have been, it was theologically unstable, and was to be confined to
a brief, transitional period of a hastening revolution. Overall, the crucial link
between the Light and Jesus Christ that had been one of Friends' controlling
assumptions for three centuries was being dissolved.1 27 An emphasis on spirituality as
an end in itself appeared for some to ease the transition: Transcendental Medita
tion128 was the basis of an approach recommended by Damaris Parker-Rhodes.1 29
Indeed, the position known as Quaker universalism in the twentieth century has
been identified to be the more or less inevitable result of laying primary emphasis on
the symbolic and psychological processes of religion rather than its doctrinal
content.1 3° For its supporters, however, it offered commitment to additions to the
Christian basis ofFriends faithY1
Secondly, an overlapping stage appeared with some profusion. In a mirror image of
the negative appreciation of Hinduism received by the young Gandhi - that he
overcame only with the influence of the London Theosophists - so too Quaker
Universalists began to voice pejorative views of their own religious culture as being
parochial and superstition ridden. They too were unappreciative of the benefits of
their own heritage-that of Christianity.1 32 This was to lead to accommodations that
have been associated with much-vaunted expressions of pluralism within Quaker
post-modernism. John Hick, making use of the now obligatory 'scandal of
particularity' argument in his QUG Pamphlet,1 33 voiced criticisms of the priority of
Christianity. However, in Keith Ward's analyses,1 34 when this critique is extended to
other faiths, Hick's pluralism has implied not so much that all faiths are equally true,
but that they are all equally false. In the event, a subsequent influx of sceptical
theological stances was to have a major effect on the QUG, shifting its priorities
away from the single, common-core goal.135 This ongoing stage became contrary in
character, involving forms of atheistic philosophy at odds with those introduced by
Hare to Friends, and initially taken up as Quaker Universalism: new light was
claimed to replace old light.
The universalism of the Christian faith that had offered Friends unity with the
refornred Hinduism of Gandhi's satyagraha and ahimsa was under review, and was no
longer centre stage within BYM. Along with this, the burning issue of military
conscription -that had been a main feature for Quakers during WWI and WWII
and also during following a decade of post war national conscription-was no longer
a CO stand-up-and-be-counted priority issue for individuals and their families. 1 36
The pivotal period of universalist theology that had been intertwined with pacifist
witness had passed.1 37 Already by the early 1960s a younger generation was to be
heard voicing the primacy of other concerns -including those of a sexual charac
ter. 1 38 The priority of the Peace Testimony that had been painfully developed since
the days of The Ploughshare into a central feature of the theology ofFriends' faith was
being displaced by a diversity of concerns that were also to be acconmrodated as a
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result of the clamorous influences of 'special interest' group representations during
the revisions of Quaker Faith and Practice, finalised at YM in 1994 . 139
EPILOGUE

By way of an epilogue to the millennia! hopes of the QUG for a single, pure
spirituality on Gandhian lines, it may be observed that ineconcilable conflicts
between faiths remain endemic. Hare's 'far-seeing vision' contained within it the
assumption that what is common is primarily what matters, and differences are
presumed to be of lesser importance, intellectually and spiritually. But the weaknesses
of academic dialogue using common-core models have become distressingly
apparent. In the everyday world, there remains the task of working out appropriate
language for significant dijferences to be talked about for continuing dialogue -rather
.
·
·
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wr the
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than being used as excuses for vwlent separatiOn.
particular
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with
faced
when
unfocussed
convergence of spiritualities appear
conflicts between Abrahamic faith communities alone. In the heat of such struggles,
desires for a retreat into a theology of quietist mysticism may well seem to be an
attractive alternative, but Eastern views of the world as illusion were not those of the
Quaker faith, even in its extreme quietist phase.
Following the BYM revision in 1994 of Faith and Practice which emphasised diver
sity, some claimants variously began to marshal their arguments around perceived
needs for transitional post-Christian replacements for the experience of the Light of
Christ.1 41 In this shift, assertions have been made that new light of continuing
revelation renders all else outmoded and untenable. The latest new light fornmlations
have been deemed to be the valid ones: a 'post-Quaker' grouping has been envis
aged. 1 42 Paradoxically, while having originated within an environment of pluralism,
this project has nurtured its own exclusivist dimension: didactic arguments in support
of its own precedence have taken on an increasingly contrary character. This later
phase grew out of the earlier QUG project but, whereas previous hopes had been for
a unified global spirituality of peace, later offshoots diverged away from the pivotal
Gandhian commitment. The pluralism that has rapidly become an ideological cor
nerstone of both East and West may now be defined primarily in tern1s of the ethics
of consumer choice, identifiable life-style groupings, and their purchasing potential
on a global scale. To what extent such new light will be espoused by Friends remains
to be seen.1 43
New Testament exhortations of the urgent need for redemption, for reconcilia
tion with God, of salvation through the sole mediation of Christ Jesus and His Light,
that originally informed the Quaker faith, lost their priority among many BYM
Friends. When the 'new light' term had originally been introduced at LYM1 44 it was
intended to allay fears that biblical higher criticism might weaken Christian faith.
The scriptural basis of continuing revelation appears in John's Gospel, but the
guiding Spirit of Truth does not supersede the historical presence of Christ there, but
functions also as a 'remembrancer' 1 45 of Him.146 Contrary to this, calls for non
Christian options for a basis to Quaker faith increased - but with limited critical
analyses of their contextual significance and practices.1 47 A universe of concerns was
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replacing the universalist concern. Several such emerging concerns can be grouped
together as biology orientated - sexual issues, ecological interests, animal rights aspiring to a supernatural status by association with a religious institution. In view of
its inherently religious stance, the pantheism of the Quaker Universalist venture
could be accommodated, but the impact of evolutionary naturalism that has contrib
uted to the collapse of religious paradigms in the West remains an unresolved issue in
the survival of the Religious Society of Friends.
Since the time of William Loftus Hare's essentialist researches into the universal
dimension of religions, antipathies to the originating fundamentals of Quaker
Christian faith have become increasingly strident. The base on which Friends once
stood, and from which they could relate to other faiths, has shifted. Having provided
a useful platforn1 for Indian independence 148 and a support for expressions of reli
gious dissent in the West, the theosophical influences of Quaker Universalism have
also waned, and philosophies of pluralism enshrining religious and social diversity
have come to the fore, further undern1ining the theological and social values of
Quakers' origins in primitive Christianity revived. Efforts to graft on new blooms of
questionable hardiness to the roots of the Quaker faith have taken precedence.1 49
Paradoxically, while a burgeoning pluralism nullifies the criteria for deciding on truth
or falsity in religion, when its own ideology prevails and its own covert exclusivist
truth claims become dominant, it may provide proof to Fox's warning that when a
faith that distinguishes uncreated Spirit from created spirit is lost, 1 50 it is not so soon
to be regained. 151 Supporters of naturalism could hardly wish it otherwise. 152
Questions concerning the extent that BYM may see fit to acconunodate emerging
assertions concerning the validity of personal experience of non-purposiveness and
outsidelessness have yet to be addressed.1 53 If such a degree of diversity is found
acceptable, the Ranter stance, from which the early Quaker movement struggled to
distance itself, may become endorsed. The reduction of revelation and grace to
projections of the human imagination must be expected to be future items on the
agenda. It is questionable whether the Religious Society of Friends could survive
with faith viewed as a convenient human fiction. 154 In the pursuance of alternative
lights, as the drift into hazy inner lightest tern1inology of BYM epistles over the last
decade suggests, and as statistical results appear to confirn1, 1 55 conunitment to the
universal Light of Christ is indeed fading out among Friends. However, while there
are members who have relinquished any expectations that the Christian Gospel
might itself prove amenable to new light for its witnessing power to be revived, there
remain others for whom it still stands as Truth.
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was Keshub Chunder Sen (1 838-1 875), who came to England on a mission in 1 870, meeting many
distinguished religious representatives, including Max Muller. See Sen, N.C., 'Brahma Samaj', in
Hare (ed.), Religions of the Empire, pp. 278-92.
39. The Publisher, Titus Spake Vivekananda, Madras: Sri Ramakrishna Math, 1 969, pp. xiii-xvi.
40. Kopf, D., I11e Bra/uno Samaj, and the Shapi'\ft l!fthe Modem Indian Mind, New Delhi: Archives
Publishers, PVT edn, 1 988.
4 1 . The Publisher, 71ws Spake Sri Ramakrishna, Madras: Sri Ramakrishna Mas, 1 980, pp. viii
xiv.
42. Vivekananda, Swami, A Study of Rel(i;ion, Calcutta: Udbodhan Office, 1 Oth edn, 1 978. See
'The Ideal of a Universal Religion (Delivered in New York, January 1 896)'; 'Reason and Religion
(Delivered in England)'; 'The Way to the Realisation of a Universal Religion (Delivered in the
Universalist Church, Pasadena, California, 28 January 1 900) '.
43. Fallon, 'Ramakrishna, Vivekananda & Radhakrishnan'.
44. Prabhupada, Swami, Bha<((avad-Gita as i t is, New York: The Bhaktivedant Book Trust,
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46. Besant, A., An Autobiography, London: Theosophical Publishing Society, 1 9 1 0. The first
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Brotherhood, whose founders deny a personal God, but support a form of pantheism (pp. 351 -52).
For an overview, see Cupitt, The Sea �[Faith, pp. 1 7 1 -75.
47. Hare (ed.), Rel(�ions of the Empire, p. 1 0. Significantly, this congress had been sponsored by
US Unitarians, who had previously developed a forn1 of universalism well before Quaker
contemporaries turned to it. Ref. Mazoomdar, P.C., 'Report of the World's First Parliament of
Religions', in his Lectures in America and Other Papers, Calcutta: Nabar-bidhan Publication
Committee, 1 935, pp. 280-81 .
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57. Jesuit Scholars, Rel�<sious Hinduism, p. 273.
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Nav;Uivan Publishing House, 1 940.
59. Winston Chrchill's contemporary parliamentary statement.
60. Easwaran, E., Gandhi the Man, Wellingborough: Turnstone Press, 1 983, p. 76.
61 . Easwaran, Gandhi the Man, pp. 53-62, and the 'Appendix' by Flinders, T., 'How Satyagraha
Works', pp 1 49-72. Three main features of it comprise of non-cooperation, civil disobedience,
fasting.
62. November 1 91 3 : a report of a weekend meeting at Jordans.
63. The Plou/?hshare, New Series, No. 1 , February 1 9 1 6, p. 1 1 0.
64. Oldroyd, D.R., Darwinim1 Impacts: An b1troduction to the Darwinian Revolution, Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1 980, pp. 2 1 2- 1 4.
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69. Kropotkin, P., Mutual Aid, London: Heinemann, 1 907; Miller, Martin A. (ed.), P. A.
Kropotkin: Selected Writi11gs on Anarchism and Revolution, Cambridge, MA and London: M.I.T. Press,
1 973, pp. 9-1 0.
70. Hare, Mysticism if East and West, p. 25.
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1 984, p. 239.
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73. Punshon, Portrait ill Grey, pp. 226-30.
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Conception if the Inner L�'?ht, pp. 50-53, and Freiday, D . (ed.), Barclay's Apolo,-.;y, New Jersey:
Hemlock Press, 1 967, p. 121 n. 46.
78. Freiday (ed.), Barclay's Apology, p.35 1 .
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80. Hare, W.L., Systems of Meditation in Rel(<.;ion, London: Allan & Co., 1 937.
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8 1 . Hare, Systems o.fMeditation in Rel(-.;ion, p. 2 1 5.
82. Hare, Systems of Meditation in Rel�qion, p. 200.
83. llarclay, Apology, Prop. XI, Para. XVI, pp. 271 -73. In his zeal to show Quakers' true
Christian divinity, llarclay made a parallel with Friends' silent worship and what had been
presented in a monastic compilation of treatises on mystical prayer by Fr F. Augustine llaker in his
Sancia Sophia, 1 657, trans. Holy Wisdom, Bums edn, 1 876; but llarclay quoted out of context on the
autonomy of such prayer. See Freiday (ed.), Barclay's Apolo,!(y, p. 276 nn. 28, 29. Some possible
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1 02. Ambler, R., 71te E11d of Words, London: Quaker Home Service, 1 994, pp. 3 1 -33.
1 03. Arriens, The Place �[Jesus in Quaker Universalism.
1 04. llailey, R.G., 'Was Seventeenth-Century Quaker Christology Homogeneous?', in
Dandelion, P. (ed.), The Creation �f Quaker 71teology, Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004, pp. 61 -82 (76), and
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speculative.
1 05. Rom. 1 0: 1 1 .
1 06. Ambler, 71te End �f Words.
1 07. Boulton, D., The Faith if a Quaker Humanist, QUG Pamphlet No. 26, 1 996.
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1 1 0. See Advices and Queries as Questions and Counsel, 1 994: compare 1 :01 , Para. 2, with I,
Para. 1 of the earlier 1 964 edition.
1 1 1 . Robinson, J.A.T., Truth is Two-Eyed, London: SCM Press, 1 979
an Anglican
accommodation with Vedanta, tem1ed 'panentheism', p. 22.
1 12. Hetherington, 'Spirituality in the Society of Friends', The Seeker, Autumn 1 993, p. 5, in
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texts: "That was the true Light that lighteth every man that cometh into the world" On 1 :9); "Let
your light so shine before men that they may see your good works and glorify your Father which is
in heaven" (Mt. 5 : 1 6) . The first text could be said to refer to the Inward Light, the ChristJesus that
can speak to thy condition. This is usually experienced as not being part of oneself: a light shining
inward lighting every man or woman who comes into the world. This light, Fox asserted, helps us
to distinguish right fi·om wrong and leads us into unity and is experienced subjectively by the
individual. The second text could be said to refer to the Inner Light or that of God in everyone.
This is the innate divinity which exists potentially in everyone as an element oftheir humanity. For
those spiritually developed souls, it becomes obvious to all those they meet; an inner light shining
outwards, objectively observed by others'.
1 1 3 . Linton, J . , Quakerism as Forerunner, QUG Pamphlet No. 1 , 1 978, p. 1 2.
1 1 4. Arriens, The Place ofjesus in Quaker Universalism, p. 2.
1 1 5. See Hetherington, R. (ed.), The Quaker Universalist Reader, No 1 , Landenberg, PA:
Quaker Universalist Fellowship, 1 986, p. 76, quoted fi·om Scott, J., What Cart Thou Say,
Swarthmore Lecture; QHS, 1 980, p. 70. For a critical analysis of this shift, as exemplified by Scott
( What Can Thou Say), see Davie, M., British Quaker Theology Since 1 895, Lewiston, NY: Edwin
Mellen Press, pp. 245-66.
1 1 6. Advices and Queries, 1 994: diminished references to the mediation of Christ Jesus,
compared with 1 964 compilation.
1 1 7. Ambler, The End of Words, p. 30.
1 1 8. 'An Interview with John Linton', The Universalist, QUG, July 1 983, p. 1 5.
1 1 9. Teagle, J., S(f?nposts to the Future: Creation-Centred Spirituality and the Sea of Faith, QUG
Pamphlet No. 27, 1 997.
1 20. Creasey, M., Bearin,f?s, Friends and the New Re[onnatio11, Swarthmore Lecture; London:
Friends Home Service Committee, 1 96 1 , p. 78.
1 2 1 . Hetherington, 'Spirituality in the Society of Friends', p . 5 .
1 22. See Ziesler, J., Paul's Letter to the Romam, London: SCM Press, 1 997, pp. 2 1 5- 1 6, for
several possible meanings.
1 23. See Wittgenstein, L., Philosophical Investigations, Oxford: Blackwell, 1 958, pp. 1 94-97.
1 24. See Quaker Faith & Practice, 1 994, in which item 27.04, Heron, Hetherington and
Pickvance attempted to paste together disparate views.
1 25. Hetherington, R., The Sense of Glory, Swarthmore Lecture; London: Friends Home
Service Committee, 1 975.
1 26. See Freud, S., Civilization and Its Discontents, Vienna, 1 929; London: Hogarth Press,
1 930; Pelican Freud Library, 1 2; Harmondsworth: Penguin llooks, 1 985, pp. 245-73, where the
'oceanic' experience is identified to be that ofthe infant's undifferentiated ego, but is assessed to be
of no particular spiritual value.
1 27. See Punshon, Portrait in Grey (p. 1 25), on the consequences of the abandonment of
llarclay's second controlling assumption.
1 28. Neo-Hindu cults and Zen lluddhist disciplines have been taken up by Friends.
1 29. Parker-Rhodes, D., 'The Objectives and llenefits ofSpiritual Disciplines, East and West',
The Seeker, Spring 1 985, pp. 23-30.
1 30. Punshon, Portrait in Grey, p. 260.
1 3 1 . Its 'essentialism' was of a metaphysical aspiration carrying a theological claim of the
notion of personal experience that would be infallible, as the result of sloughing off all received
-
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opinion. In this it may be said to be a form of fundamentalism transposed into an adjacent
discourse; see the comments by Kerr, F., Theolo,qy after Wit(qenstein, Oxford: lllackwell, 1 986, p. 24,
to Paul Feyerabend's assessment.
1 32. See llrock, P., Pacifism in Europe to 1 9 1 4, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1 972, p. 47 1 , where the author asserts that the history ofindian religion contains no adherence to
integral pacifism. Despite Gandhi's tem1inology, his satyagraha contained Christian sources.
1 33. Hick, ]., Christ in a Universe of Faith, QUG Pamphlet No. 3, 1 98 1 .
1 34. Ward, A Vision to Pursue, p. 1 74.
1 35. Cupitt, D., Philosophy's Own Rel(�ion, London: SCM Press, 2000, includes a fourfold
listing of disparate sources to the detriment of an essentialist, common-core faith: 'The very fact
that at least four different accounts of the essence of religion are forthcoming should set alarm bells
ringing and, in fact, we can be pretty confident that we will from now on hear no more about a
supposed common core of religion', pp. 1 9-25,
1 36. llrock, Paci_fism, pp. 471-87. To the discomfort ofsociologists, in his conclusions stated at
the end of his study, the author included a typology of pacifism. He also identified a contributory
cause for the displacement of pacifism as a pivotal feature of faith in a denomination's shift from
social alienation to social adjustment - the application of which might invite perusal into the
current legitimisation of Quaker studies through the processes of academic accreditation.
1 37. Pilgrim, G., 'Taming Anarchy: Quaker Alternate Ordering and "Otherness'", in
Dandelion, P. (ed.), The Creation of Quaker Theory: Insider Perspectives, Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004, p.
2 1 6, for a consideration of the assertion made by T.C. Kennedy (British Quakerism 1860- 1920,
OUP, 2000) that, without the elevation of the Peace Testimony into a central organising motive,
the Religious Society of Friends would have ceased to exist as a distinctive religious group.
1 38. Anonymous Friends, Towards a Quaker View of Sex. London: Friends Home Service
Committee, 1 963.
1 39. Quaker Faith & Practice, llYM, 1 995. One ofthe significant changes was the new chapter,
'Close Relationships', which replaced 'Marriage and the Home' of the previous Christian Faith &
Practice, LYM, 1 960. The majority of the entries of the earlier edition were jettisoned, and in came
entries from Towards a Quaker View ofSex. The Index ofthe new edition accordingly includes a list
of new entries under 'Sexuality' (same sex) : 22. 1 5- 1 9; see also 22.28, 29, 45, 49, 69.
1 40. Williams, R., 'sem10ns_speeches', <www.archbishopofcanterbury.org/>, 29 May 2004,
on Christianity and Islam.
1 4 1 . Wildwood, A., Tradition and Transition, vVoodbrooke]oumal No. 9, 2001 .
1 42. Cairns, A., 'Towards a Post-Quaker Quakerism', in The Friends' Quarterly, October 1996.
1 43. llrock, Pacifism (pp. 483-86), gives examples of religious denominations that have
abandoned commitments to pacifism.
1 44. LYM, 1 931 .
1 45. Jn 1 6 : 1 3 and 1 4:26.
1 46. See Hendrey, G.S., The Holy Spirit in Christian 17teology, London: SCM Press, 1 957,
p. 23.
1 47. See Gawronski, R., SJ (ed.), Word and Silence: Hans Urs vm1 Balthasar and the Spiritual
Encounter between East and West, Edinburgh: T &T Clark, 1 995, for von llalthasar's assessments on a
global range of mysticisms, including his view on some mysticism as a systematic process that
constitutes a homosexual assault on God.
1 48. Kopf, D., 171f Brahmo Samaj, New Delhi: Sandeep La! for Archives Publishers, Pvt Ltd,
1 988; Princeton: Atlantic Press edn, 1 996. In the cautionary assessment ofPrem Nyogi, oflloume
mouth & Swange MM, this Unitarian influenced religious society of Hindu universalism, to which
his family belonged, died out precisely as a consequence of the secularising diversity of its values.
1 49. See Teagle, S(�nposts to the Future.
1 50. Newbigin, L., 'No Other Name', in The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, London: SPCK,
1 989, Chapter 1 3, pp. 1 55-70.
1 5 1 . TI1e Works of Geo��e Fox, II, p. 1 82 (1 676).
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1 52. Dawkins, R., A Devil's Chaplain, London: Phoenix, 2003.
1 53. Ward, A Vision t o Pursue, p. 1 75.
1 54. See Cupitt, Philosophy's Ou•n Religion, which exemplifies the Sea ofFaith influence on
British Quakers, Chapter 2, pp. 1 5-32. See the relevant review in The Friend, 28 October 2004, for
transcendence viewed as a useful human fiction.
:1 55. Marrs, C., 'Quakers and Jesus Christ', in The Friend, 25 July 2003, p. 1 0.
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